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WeightWatchers Weight-Loss Programme—Lose Weight and Keep it Off | WW UK
[{"type":"span","children":[{"text":"Join now"}]}]Ends today:  

Get *60% off. PLUS your first month FREE with promo code SPRING
Offer terms


Join now


























Hit your wellbeing goals—without giving up what you love

Food, celebrations, and wellbeing. It’s all on the table!

Join now
NEW! GLP-1 Programme

NEW! GLP-1 Programme


















Hurry, first day of spring flash ends tonight:
Get *60% off.

 Bonus: your first month FREE with code SPRING	

*with select plan of purchase Offer terms

Start now
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For weight loss to work, it has to work for you

Prioritising your health is challenging when work is stressful, schedules are packed, and pizza delivery is a tap away. 
We help you overcome obstacles that get in the way of weight loss.
























What WeightWatchers® is all about...
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/ Nutrition made simple /



Life is complicated—healthy eating shouldn’t be. Our weight-loss programme and customised plans make it easier.
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/ No quick fixes / 



We’re not a deprivation diet or prepackaged meals. We’re nutritional and behavioural science that changes your relationship with food—so you can keep your favourites.
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/ A strong support system /



You don't have to do it alone. Our expert coaches and millions of members understand weight loss and are here to support you—online or in person.
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How it works

(Hint: You’ll eat what you love)
We use a programme no one else does, so you’ll lose weight—not your favourite foods.
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Meet the Point

The Points® system takes a food’s specific nutritional info and turns it into a single number. 
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Get your plan

After you join, answer some quick questions in our app. You'll immediately get a nutrition plan and Points to ‘spend’ each day.
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Make healthier choices

Points guide you to eat more nutritious foods and help you find portion sizes that are right for you.
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Find your community

Meet members face-to-face or virtually at Workshops, and tap into our exclusive social network, 24/7. Share tips, recipes, and solutions for common challenges. 
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Everything you need for an easier journey


[image: The WW app has more than 657,000 app reviews, a 4.8 stars rating on App Store and a 4.6 stars rating on Google Play.]


Join now

ALL FEATURES ARE PART OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP!



















[image: 3400 recipes and filtering options  ]

[image: barcode scanner for easy grocery shopping]

[image: supportive coach and member community]

[image: new! what to eat and my progress dashboard]

[image: Food, activity and weight trackers]
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[image: new]NEW! WeightWatchers GLP-1 Programme

You’re already taking weight-loss medication—now, unlock a programme designed for your unique needs.
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✔️ Daily nutrition and activity targets to help you feel your best
✔️ Award-winning app with features that simplify your journey
✔️ Dedicated Virtual Workshops to connect with other members on GLP-1s.


Learn more
























Results you can see.  
Health you can feel.

Take it from our members.  






[image: I've completely changed how I look at food, exercise, and the choices I make to feel better! Nikki M. -5st 2lbs*]

[image: I used to be a sedentary person. WW helped me learn to be more active and love running! Stephen A. -1st 2lbs*]

[image: I realised that a majority of this journey is mental, and I am stronger than I think Laura D. -1st 4lbs*]

[image: The diabetes plan really works. My A1C went down, and I dropped 3st 9lbs! Lindsey H. -3st 9lbs*]

[image: As an older first-time dad, it is important to me to keep my health in check. Mike J. -2st 8lbs*]
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*Nikki lost 5st 2lbs in 48 weeks, Stephen lost 1st 2lbs in 26 weeks, Mike lost 2st 8lbs in 17 weeks, Laura lost 1st 4lbs in 22 weeks and Lindsey lost 3st 9lbs in 31 weeks. Results may vary from person to person. People following the WeightWatchers weight-loss programme can expect to lose 1 to 2 pounds per week.






Stay in the loop

Get emails with weight-loss tips, healthy recipes, offers, and more!  

Email address

I'm in



I would like to receive from WW the promotional newsletter and be informed about offers and events via e-mail and through social media platforms. I can revoke my consent at any time through the unsubscribe link in the email or message. You can view our privacy policy here.


I confirm that I am 18 years of age or older.









Frequently asked questions




Is WeightWatchers® a doctor-recommended weight-loss programme? 






WeightWatchers is the #1 doctor-recommended weight-loss programme†. Additionally, our diabetes-tailored plan is based on guidelines from the American Diabetes Association and the International Diabetes Federation.
† Based on a 2020 IQVIA survey of 14,000 doctors who recommend weight-loss programmes to patients.















How much does WeightWatchers cost? 






Generally, memberships start for as low as £18.95 per month, depending on length of commitment you choose. See offers and pricing here.















How is your programme different from others?






We help you lose weight and build healthy habits, one small step at a time. Fad weight-loss diets can be restrictive, and rarely work long term. We have more than 140 publications that show WeightWatchers’ efficacy to help members lose weight and keep it off, and we’ve been ranked the #1 Best Diet for Weight Loss by U.S. News & World Report for 13 years in a row.††  
†† U.S. News & World Report ranked WW the #1 Best Diet for Weight Loss for 13 years in a row (2011–2023).















What foods will I eat on the programme?






What you eat is up to you—and we’ll show you how to enjoy your favorite foods in a way that gets you to your goals. With WeightWatchers, there are no “good” or “bad” foods—just nutritious and less nutritious ones. 















What do I have to do to get the results I want?






We make it as easy as possible. You’ll get a Points® Budget to “spend” however you want. You’ll track your meals, drinks, and snacks in the WW app and enjoy as many ZeroPoint™ foods as you'd like. Activity can also boost your weight loss (vs. only focusing on food)ᶿᶿ, and every member has access to free, fun, all-level workouts.
ᶿᶿ Johns DJ, Hartmann-Boyce J, Jebb SA, Aveyard P; Behavioural Weight Management Review Group. Diet or exercise interventions vs combined behavioral weight management programs: a systematic review and meta-analysis of direct comparisons. J Acad Nutr Diet. 2014;114(10):1557–1568. doi:10.1016/j.jand.2014.07.005















Do I have to track everything? 






Science shows food tracking is the biggest predictor of success—the more you track, the more weight you’ll lose! But we’re all about consistency over perfection: It’s better to track some food most days of the week than every single thing you eat only some days of the week. In other words, perfection is not required. You’ll quickly decide how to approach tracking in a way that works for you. Here are some of our best tracking tips. 















What are ZeroPoint foods?






These nutritional powerhouses include fruits, veggies, lean protein, whole grains, and healthy fats, so they serve as the foundation of healthy eating and support your overall health. ZeroPoint foods also add bulk and flavor to meals, without costing Points from your Budget, so you don’t have to weigh, measure, or track them—no matter how many you eat in a day.















Who are WeightWatchers experts?






Our team includes nutrition and  behavioural scientists, registered dieticians, clinical researchers, and more. Together they help you overcome common weight-loss hurdles—like stress-eating or late-night snacking—while our exclusive Points system makes nutrition easier—so easy that healthier eating will feel like second nature. After you sign up, you’ll answer a few questions to get a plan personalised for you, and build healthy habits with proven behavior change techniques.















What are Workshops? 






Our Workshops (or Meetings, back in the day) are coach-led group sessions held in a Studio location or online. You don’t need to go, but the extra support can ramp up your results: Workshop members lose two times more weight than those who DIY.ᶿ Workshops offer unlimited accountability, and give you a sense of belonging alongside coaches and members who really get it.
ᶿDF Tate et al, 12-month randomised multi-country trial comparing weight loss between the WW programme to a Do-It-Yourself approach where resource guides were provided. JAMA Network Open. 2022;5(8):e2226561. Funded by WW International, Inc.















I’ve tried WeightWatchers before. What’s new? 






Our current weight-loss programme uses advanced nutrition and  behavioural science for our most personalised plans yet, and factors in more nutritional data, like added sugars, fiber, and unsaturated fats, to guide you toward the healthiest foods.  It also gets to know who you really are, to build a nutrition plan that makes weight loss livable and easier. Plus, we’ve added hundreds of ZeroPoint foods you never have to measure or track.















How much weight will I lose?






People following the WW weight-loss programme can expect to lose 1 to 2 pounds per week.
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